Call for Papers
Dear Sir or Madam:
When we hold the 48th Intersteno Congress in Paris in 2011, it is also the
anniversary for the Intersteno Education Committee. Thus the occasion of this
important time, we plan to publish the first essay collection of Education
Committee, also the first essay collection of Intersteno. It will be an exchange
platform for all members of Intersteno, and will reflect the development of
steno education and the new research in each country. We’ll print it out and
publish it on Intersteno congress every two yeas.
The theme of this essay collection is to talk about steno education in every
country. It includes information processing, steno skill (graphic shorthand,
steno machine, typing with keyboard and Speech Recognition), word
processing, text correction, correspondence and abstract etc. You can mention
steno education, training and competitions in your essay, such as development
status of steno education in your country, the training method of steno, and the
educational outcomes, etc. Of course, it is not that you must talk about these in
your essay.
In your essay, there must have the title, the abstract, the author, the
author’s introduction and the contact method and the main body of your essay
(see the example in page two). The format of your essay can be WORD、PDF、
OPENOFFICE and RTF. If your essay is written in your own words, please give
us an English version at the same time.
For this publication, there will be no author’s remuneration for you, but,
when it is published, we’ll give you two books for free. If you need more, you
also can subscribe it.
The deadline is May 31, 2011. If you have any questions, please contact
with us: Ms Wei Xia (weixia770@sina.com), Mr. Liao Qing
(liaoqing41@163.com).

Chairman of Intersteno Education Committee
Tang Keliang
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EXAMPLE

(Title)

Advocating

Advanced

Compound

Talent

of

International Information Processing and Service
Outsourcing
-- Steno-translator

Xiong Gaizhi (Author)

123@abc.com (Author’s Email)

(Abstract)
Abstract: Steno-translation is a kind of advanced international information processing, a
classic outsourcing industry, and one of the main vectors of international service outsourcing. With
the development of information technology and the industry, steno-translation has become more
and more influential economically. From the operation mode to the industrial structure, the
information technology greatly effective and the relevant IT industry becomes the motive power
of the world economy. The new round of economic revolution makes us create a many highly
qualifies talents for international information processing and service outsourcing, undertake orders
from developed countries, spreading the world civilization with great power of world office.

(Key Words)
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Key Words: steno-translation
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(The text)

Introduction
1. Steno-translation Overview
(1) The accurate definition of steno-translation
The traditional method to type one board once across the lines is called typing, while the
two-hand and multi-finger simultaneous typing the board to record the audio script is called quick
record. Its speed is double of the traditional way. One good quick record system relies not only the
intelligent input method, but also on the fastest typing method and modern thesaurus.
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(2) Steno-translation
skill:
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Personal creation
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platform
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International
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translate the element of audios and script quickly into different languages.
input
operation.
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